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Comedy Stage Hypnotist Chris Lee - 5 Live Shows

The old Saying of "Monkey See - Monkey Do" is very true when it comes to
becoming a Stage Hypnotist.

Basically speaking if you said the same things as Chris Lee, a student of
Jonathan Royle Says in these videos and did the same things in the same way
then just so long as you acted confidently enough you would get pretty similar
results.

Therefore these are excellent videos to learn Comedy Stage Hypnotism and
Street Hypnosis Techniques from.

A selection of titles, all recorded as Chris Lee performs his unique and hilarious
adults only style Comedy Stage Hypnotist shows.

A truly nice guy...

These titles are both hilarious and extremely educational to inspire the viewer to
become a successful confident and competent Stage Hypnotist as you keep in
mind the fact that Chris Lee was originally taught by Jonathan Royle.

You can either use these to copy as your template for success on stage, or just
sit back and be entertained.

You even have the opportunity to obtain the full Stage Hypnosis written training
course which Chris originally used and still refers to today.

Chris Lee Live & Outrageous

Filmed live at a University Students Union event. As you watch this unedited
footage you will discover why Chris Lee has rapidly established himself as one of
the funniest, most original and busiest Comedy Stage Hypnotists in England.

You'll see Chris perform the Jewish Circumcision routine, the Handshake
Orgasm, the X-Ray Spectacles and the Great Balls of Fire routines, which will
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have you crying with laughter.

What's more you'll see how an experienced performer and ex-student of
Jonathan Royle is able to get the audience into the palm of their hand and have
them literally begging for more as his show comes to an end with a standing
ovation.

Chris Lee starts where other boring stuck in the past Hypnotists end and that's
why he commands such a busy schedule today. You can learn an awful lot from
watching Chris Lee at work on this amazing video.

Chris Lee Returns

Following the huge success of the live show which was filmed to make "Live &
Outrageous" Chris Lee was begged back to the same venue in just a matter of
weeks!

This video captures his hilarious return visit and shows that on his "Second
Coming" Chris Lee is even more outrageous than the first time using new and
unique hilarious routines.

The Mesmeriser

On this video you'll see Chris Lee performing at a Working Men's Club style
venue where the audience are mainly made up of the older generation, and as
such a totally different approach is called for.

Watched in conjunction with Chris Lee's other videos you'll see how he adapts
his show to suit every style of venue and audience age group.

Once again this video contains a bundle of amusing routines many of which have
never been released in a Hypnosis show before.

No Trance

Filmed at a nightclub style venue, on this video you will see Chris Lee using
every trick in the book to make his show a success.

Under the most awkward performing conditions imaginable and to an audience
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more interested in talking to each other than either watching or participating in a
Hypnotic show, Chris finally turns things in his favor!

You'll see how a true professional gets the audience to shut up and watch and
how he gets people to take things seriously, volunteer and actually end up in
trance before responding to his numerous hilarious adult style Hypnotic routines.

Once in a while every Stage Hypnotist encounters a venue and audience like this
and by watching this video you'll learn exactly what to do and how to handle it
when it happens to you.

PLUS ANOTHER HILARIOUS SHOW MAKING FIVE DIFFERENT LIVE
SHOWS IN TOTAL
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